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Upcoming Events:
April 3-4, 2013
24th Annual Spring Conference, Springfield
April 27, 2013
11th Annual Roadeo, New Berlin
May 22, 2013
Rockford RMC Workshop, Rockford
On-Site Driver Training and
Classroom Driver Training
(Call RTAC: 800.526.9943)

RTAC is a unit of the
Illinois Institute for Rural Affairs
Western Illinois University
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RTAC Notes
RTAP Advisory Council
Tom Zucker, Chair
tzvac@aol.com
Voluntary Action Center
1606 Bethany Road
Sycamore, IL 60178
815.758.3932
Rich Machala, Vice Chair
jdctransit@att.net
JoDaviess County Transit
POB 6087
Galena, IL 61036
815.777.8088
Kevin Carr
carrk@kreiderservices.org
Kreider Services, Inc.
500 Anchor Road, POB 366
Dixon, IL 61021
815.288.6691
R. Jean Jumper
managingdirectorwcmtd@frontier.com
West Central Mass Transit District
1120 W. Walnut St.
Jacksonville, IL 62650-1131
217.245.2900
Bill Jung
rmtdceo@ridesmtd.com
Rides Mass Transit District
1200 West Poplar
Harrisburg, IL 62946
618.253.8761
Sheila Niederhofer
sniederhofer@southcentraltransit.org
South Central Transit
1616 East McCord
Centralia, IL 62801
618.532.8076
Anna Oestreich
bcsenior@sbcglobal.net
Bond County Senior Center
305 South Third
Greenville, IL 62246
618.664.1465
Sherey Zerbian
szerbian@grundyco.org
Grundy County Transit System
1320 Union Street
Morris, Illinois 60450
815.941.3400
Non-Voting Member
John Edmondson
Transit Coordination Assistant
JD-Edmondson@wiu.edu
Western Illinois University
J.R. Thompson Center, Suite 6-600
100 W Randolph
Chicago, IL 60601
312.793.2110
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On March 6th, IDOT DPIT notified Section 5311
grantees about changes to the FY14 operating
assistance grant. Each direct recipient grantee will
be required to hire a Program Compliance Oversight
Monitor or PCOM, with that administrative expense
eligible for reimbursement through the grant program.
Section 5311, DOAP, and other system revenues
now have to be deposited and tracked separately
in a Public Transportation Account or PTA. Those
changes will be discussed when representatives of
direct recipients (municipalities which hold the Section
5311 grant) meet with IDOT DPIT staff at a mandatory
meeting in Springfield early in May.
Spring conference attendees will get an advance look at the PCOM presentation,
but direct recipient representative attendees at our event will still need to attend
the May meeting. Despite that, we hope direct recipient representatives attend
our conference to take advantage of other sessions which will address information
germane to grantee understanding of the Section 5311 funding and operational
environment. This is information all future PCOMs will need to know.
IDOT and IPTA Updates/Announcements will lead off our program on April
3rd, followed by a Question & Answer period with those presenters. The next
session is the ninety minute PCOM presentation. After lunch there will be a short
presentation on the Amtrak Community Outreach Program, followed by sessions
on local match, service contracts, project planning (one person’s experience
with capital grants), and new training opportunities (safety/ security and transit
management).
The conference concludes on the morning of April 4th with presentations on drug &
alcohol program implementation, customer service (internal and external), and a
final session which ties together information presented in the earlier programmatic
sessions, including the introduction of the FY12 version of the Rural Mobility Index.
Last year we featured two grantees’ information; this year we have numbers for
every Section 5311 grant in operation in FY12. We’ll explain what the columns
represent and how to interpret the information into a snapshot analysis of grantee
operational performance. Be advised that some important information is missing
from the FY12 tool because that information had not traditionally been requested
by the funding body. In FY13 that information will be collected, allowing a more
specific analysis of the data.
—RTAC Notes continued on page 12

Rural Transit Assistance Center (RTAC) Staff
Edward Heflin, CCTM, manager, EL-Heflin@wiu.edu (RTAP)
John Edmondson, transit coordination assistant, John.Edmondson@illinois.gov (ARRA)
Mable Kreps, transit specialist, MR-Kreps@wiu.edu (RTAP)
Carol Montague, transit coordination assistant, CA-Montague@wiu.edu (ICCT)
Dawn Piper, transit coordination specialist, DC-Piper@wiu.edu (ICCT)
Jacqueline Waters, transit specialist, JS-Waters@wiu.edu (RTAP)
Macomb: Telephone: 800.526.9943 Fax: 309.298.2162 		
		
RTAC Web Site: www.iira.org/outreach/rtac.asp
		
RTAC E-mail: rtac@wiu.edu
Chicago: (John): Telephone: 312.793.2110 Fax: 312.793.1251

IPTA Notes
In 2012 ridership on public transportation in the United States grew by
more than 154 million trips to a total of 10.5 billion annual trips. This
was record setting growth and the second highest total trips since 1957.
Many systems across the country provided more trips in 2012 than
ever before, including Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District. This is
something that as an industry should make us very proud. The American
Public Transportation Association (APTA) estimates public transportation
lost approximately 74 million trips due to Super Storm Sandy, which
crippled some of the nation’s largest transit systems. Yet, still the
industry saw record growth—incredible!
The President and CEO of the APTA, Michael Melaniphy, made note
of the increased support among Americans of investment in public
transportation, as evidenced by the many transit-oriented ballot initiatives that passed in 2012. “Last year
49 out of 62 transit-oriented state and local ballot initiatives passed,” said Melaniphy. “That means there
was a nearly 80 percent passage rate. This extremely high rate of success demonstrates how important
public transportation is to people and to communities.” So the demand for quality public transportation
and public transportation investment is there. Now, there are many reasons that may have contributed to
growth in ridership, including high gas prices and a recovering economy, which has many people returning
to the workforce. But one factor that undoubtedly contributed is the will of public transportation providers
across the country to strive for excellence.
IPTA’s mission statement says we are “an organization that is dedicated to achieving the best public
transportation possible.” As we strive to be our best, as we work toward excellence in public transportation,
it is necessary to evaluate how well we are doing. To do that, performance measures must be established.
Ridership alone is just one aspect of those measures.
For rural public transportation providers especially, looking solely at ridership only tells part of the story.
As an industry, there is no one set of performance measures that has been embraced to evaluate rural
public transportation. So in an effort to establish something that might even be able to serve as a standard
for rural public transportation performance measurement across the country, the Illinois Rural Transit
Assistance Center has worked tirelessly with IDOT’s Division of Public and Intermodal Transportation
to develop the Rural Mobility Index. The index looks at federal, state, and local funding; annual trips
per capita; vehicle revenue miles and hours; and square mileage of service areas among other things.
The mobility index provides rural public transportation providers in Illinois a means by which to compare
themselves with their peers and to evaluate their progress from one year to the next. I encourage everyone
to embrace this not just as a way for IDOT or others to evaluate you, but just one more tool to help you
strive to be better and work toward achieving the best public transportation possible for your communities.
Steve Jobs once said, “Be a yardstick of quality. Some people aren’t used to an environment where
excellence is expected.” Let’s create an environment in Illinois public transportation where excellence is
indeed what is expected.
									

Laura Calderon
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“Information is a valuable gift”
Repairing vs. Maintaining
by Paul Stock*, president/owner Stock’s Underhood Specialists Inc.
Many people use the words “repairing” and “maintaining” interchangeably. But the words don’t mean the same
thing and can’t be used to talk about the same kind of care for your vehicle. When one repairs a vehicle, he
fixes what is broken after it breaks. For many years, we’ve heard, “Don’t fix it if it ain’t broke.” The flip side,
though, is that if you “maintain” your vehicle, you can decrease the number of times it breaks. Manufacturers
recommend that a vehicle be properly maintained on a routine schedule because they know that makes a
vehicle far more dependable, safer, and longer lasting. It will also bring a higher customer satisfaction for their
product.
In reality, the worst approach we can take is to just plan on fixing our vehicle when it breaks. The problem with
that approach is that it can lead to one repair after another. So, when people buy a vehicle that has not been
maintained, they feel as though they are being nickeled and dimed to death because they have to fix all the
things that weren’t maintained.
When we truly maintain a vehicle, we service systems step by step and in a timely fashion in order to avoid
subsequent repairs that could be more costly. The initial investment in vehicles today is much higher than
even ten years ago. People are keeping vehicles longer because of that initial level of investment. Because
of the complex technology involved in designing today’s vehicles, the potential for a situation of cascading
repairs has increased greatly in cars that have not been maintained.
Cascading repairs are caused when one part of a vehicle performs out of specifications for a time, which in
turn causes another part to perform out of specifications and eventually fail, which may cause still another
part to perform out of specifications and fail. This type of situation can cause very expensive repairs, ranging
from three to four times the cost of the initial single repair—and possibility many times more than the cost of
maintaining the vehicle according to manufacturer’s recommendations to start with.
We can agree on one hand with manufacturers’ claims that today’s vehicles require less maintenance if you’re
talking about replacing certain parts. Many parts are designed to last for many more miles of use than their
counterparts from ten years ago. The problem is that they are also designed to require servicing or scheduled
maintenance now more than ever before.
It’s easy to avoid costly auto repairs. Just make sure that you give your vehicle the routine maintenance it
needs when it needs it. This keeps little problems from becoming big ones than can be quite costly. This
will deliver a safe, dependable driving, quick starting vehicle with better gas mileage, less pollution, greater
performance and peace of mind all year long.
Did you know that every 20 minutes Americans dump enough cars into junkyards to form a stack of vehicles
as high as the Empire State Building? That’s 72 stacks a day or 25,402 a year! Many of these vehicles could
still be on the road of they’d been properly maintained.
Like Grandma used to say: “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
*Paul has presented several times at our Maintenance Workshops and Spring Conferences.
Become a fan at:
Facebook Fan Page: https://www.facebook.com/StocksAutomotiveRepair
Also:
Linked in: www.linkedin.com/in/paulmichaelstock
Company Website: http://goseemymechanic.com/
Google Plus: https://plus.google.com/u/0/100430713401800704347/posts
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Illinois Rural
Transit
Assistance
Center
11th A n n u a l

Roadeo

April 27, 2013
Sangamon County Fair Grounds
316 W Birch St
New Berlin, IL 62670

Grand Prize

A trip to Albuquerque, NM to compete in the National Roadeo at the
Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) Expo 2013
on June 2-7. Plus cash prizes for first, second, and third place winners.
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What is a Roadeo?

Drivers test their individual limits!
◊ Written Test		
This often strikes fear in the hearts and minds of those who may not have fond memories of written
tests. However, while not painless, it’s only 25 questions: 24 true and false and one short answer.
Many of the questions are based on basic training materials used for transit driver training, the RTAC
written test, Commercial Driver’s License Study Guide, and common sense.

Pre-Trip Inspection
Two vehicles are set up with four identical defects. You need to
find them in seven minutes. A sample pre-trip inspection form is
provided, but you may be more comfortable following the method
you use every day.
◊

◊◊ Wheelchair Securement
Detailed guidelines are provided in the Roadeo Guide booklet.
Practice using the format provided. There is a seven minute time
limit on this exercise also. Proper use of wheelchair securements is
taught during the hands- on portion of the RTAC Passenger Assistance Training. Also, talk to the passenger as you assist and do the
securements. Verbalization of what you are going to do and what
you are doing is a portion of your score.

◊ Driving Course
Last but not least, the course! You will be provided with a map of the course ahead of time, though
the actual course may not look like the map. At your agency, you can practice each obstacle in a
small area with just a few cones or use sidewalk chalk to diagram the course.

— Roadeo continued on page 12
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TRANSIT MOVERS
Transit Movers recognizes people in Illinois transit who have been promoted, changed responsibilities,
moved to a different transit agency, etc. If there are people within your agency who fall into these categories,
contact the RTAC staff at 800.526.9943, e-mail rtac@wiu.edu or fax 309.298.2162. Please include pictures!
Jaime BIatti says,” I am very excited to announce that I
have accepted the position of executive director of Lee Ogle
Transportation System (LOTS).
I was born and raised in Shorewood, Illinois which is a suburb
of Chicago. I completed my undergraduate degree at Arizona
State University and Master’s Degree in Urban Planning
and Policy with a concentration in Transportation from the
University of Illinois at Chicago. I completed an internship
in transportation planning with the Will County Land Use
Department and accepted a position as a Human Service
Transportation Coordinator for Regions 9, 10 & 11, which are
the southern 39 Counties of the State of Illinois.
In my spare time I enjoy spending time with my dog Gucci and
traveling the world with friends and family. I am enthusiastic
about continuing my career in public transportation in Illinois
and hope to become more involved with politics in the future!”

Meet Marcus Cox, the newest member of the RTAC training team
Marcus Cox has been the safety and training manager
at Veolia Transportation in DeKalb for the last 17
months. His career in transportation began, somewhat
unexpectedly, when he transferred to Northern Illinois
University in August of 2008. Needing to find a part-time
job while attending school, Marcus found a thoroughly
enjoyable job as a bus operator. When the opportunity
to become a road supervisor presented itself, he
immediately applied for that position, which lasted
approximately two years. While working full-time as
the safety and training manager, Marcus completed his
course work at Northern Illinois University. In December
2011, he graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in Communications with a History minor.
As a Safety and Training Manager, Marcus has attended
various safety conferences, and hosted training sessions
that have helped to reinvigorate his excitement and
enjoyment in the safety and training field. Recently, he took part in a two day regional safety summit held
in Long Island, New York. In March he attended a three day safety conference in Las Vegas. Marcus has
also hosted training sessions, which have included training sessions in DeKalb, as well as South Bend,
Indiana where he hosted a very successful week long Pedestrian Awareness training class.
Though young and somewhat new to the transportation industry, Marcus is confident and enthusiastic
about what the future has in store. Each of his past opportunities has proven to help educate him as he
moves further into his career. Marcus only looks to improve and expand as he progresses. For Marcus, it
only seems appropriate that he is able to take the knowledge that he has gathered, and pass it along to
others in the hopes that they, too, are given the same opportunities in which to grow.
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Get reacquainted with the RTAC training team
Rudy Muzzarelli, RTAC trainer, began his career as an
ordained minister in 1963 and is currently the associate
pastor of Convenant Worship Center in Fairview Heights,
Illinois. Rudy is also serving as the secretary/treasurer of
the Pentecostal Church of God Illinois District. In addition
to the ministry, he has been involved in many other public
services with various social service programs. An American
Red Cross instructor since 1979, Rudy teaches cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), use of an automated
external defibrillator (AED), oxygen administration, first aid,
ergonomics, back safety, baby-sitting, sport safety and pet
first aid. In 1974 Rudy began working part-time as a field
supervisor and in 1976 became the assistant director with
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) at Belleville
Area College (BAC), now Southwestern Illinois College
(SWIC). In 1978, SWIC agreed to sponsor a locally funded,
limited transportation service for older persons as part of
its Programs and Services for Older Persons (PSOP). This
was the beginning of Rudy’s career in transportation, as he resigned as part-time assistant director of RSVP
to begin working with PSOP as the director of its transportation program known as Demand And Response
Transportation System (DARTS). During 2000 Rudy relocated to the East St. Louis office as director of East
St. Louis Operations and Quality Control. In 2001 DARTS changed its name to Alternative Transportation
System (A.T.S.) to better describe the scope of the services provided. Rudy retired from ATS in 2003 and
began serving as an RTAC trainer in addition to the church and the American Red Cross.

Resha Oylear, Professional Driver Trainer, is one of the contract
trainers for RTAC to provide Defensive Driving, Emergency
Procedures, and/or Passenger Assistance training. She was previously
contracted as the Emergency Procedures Trainer from 2003 to 2008.
Resha began her transportation career in 1997 as a para-transit bus
driver in Southern California, progressing to becoming a behind-thewheel trainer, dispatcher, and finally operations manager. In the winter
of 1999, she and her family moved to the Greater Chicago area,
where she assisted in a private contractor start-up program, training
new drivers for their para-transit service, and went on to become
one of the company’s start-up trainers, nationwide. In mid year of
2000, Resha was offered a position with a local government agency
and went on to manage their transportation operation. In 2006 she
returned to college to expand her education. In 2011, Resha obtained
certification from the Department of Transportation, Transportation
Safety Institute and is now certified to train Transit Supervisor
Certification and Reasonable Suspicion classes. Resha now holds
the position of General Manager at a Transit Management property in
Waukesha, Wisconsin. Resha’s training sessions are characterized by
her professionalism, thoroughness, and focus on passenger and driver
safety through driver awareness.
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Do not overlook this key to safety
Rockford Mass Transit advises paratransit technicians to inspect the restraint system

By Dan Engelkes
Maintenance professionals may take the
time to check the mechanical systems
and wheel chairlifts on paratransit vhicles,
while overlooking the necessity to inspect
and maintain the restraint system.
Rockford Mass Transit and Rockford
Paratransit, Rockford, Illinois, makes this
a critical aspect of its daily operator pretrip inspections.
Regardless of manufacturer and brand,
only two components comprise the restraint system and both require periodic
inspections.
The first is the floor track constructed
of strong, lightweight aluminum bolted
through a wood floor panel into the steel
frame. Over time the floor tracks can
weaken due to corrosion and warping. In
a panic stop situation with a track in this

condition, the tie down strap could come
out of the track and possibly cause the
wheelchair passenger to tip.
There are a few theories as to what
causes the corrosion. The steel bolt that
attaches the track to the floor may create
electrolysis with the aluminum in the track.
Or the aluminum reacts with the treating
of the plywood sub floor. Another is that
track corrosion is simply due to normal
operation such as water, dirt, road salt
and chemical cleaners.
Regardless of what actually causes this
problem, it requires attention. One of the
first clues will most likely come from a
driver complaining that the tie down strap
doesn’t fit at every location, indicating the
track may be warped. If the technician
does not find anything obvious such as

The best maintenance advice to prolong the life of the tie down straps is to simply keep them clean.
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— continued on next page

— continued from page 10

build up dirt, he should remove the track and
look further.
If he detects any corrosion, it is time to
replace the track and perhaps the tracks at
the other WC positions as well. Figure the
expense and downtime as a small price to
pay for the safety of the passengers.
The tie down strap is the second piece in
the restraint system. The many manufacturers that produce these tie down straps

worn hardware, frays, and contamination.
Replacing a damaged belt always eliminates any doubt about its condition. It is also
important that drivers maintain careful documentation on belts they have inspected and
had replaced.
Most belts clean up easily with mild soap
and water, but the recommended cleaning
and maintenance methods found in the owner’s manual or belt manufacturer web site
provides the best results. If possible keep an

“Regardless of manufacturer and
brand, only two components comprise
the restraint system and both require
periodic inspections.”
design restraints to work with their specific floor track systems and that are not
interchangeable with other manufacturers. In fact, tie down straps may not work
on another restraint system by the same
manufacturer even though they may appear to fit.
The best maintenance advice to prolong the
life of the tie down straps is to simply keep
them clean. Most manufacturers provide
storage bags for belts when they are not in
use. Make protective storage of the tie down
straps an operation requirement and do not
leave unused straps lying on the floor.
Drivers must inspect the belts on a daily
basis and during every preventive maintenance inspection, checking for broken or

extra set of belts on hand for use while the
other is drying.
Through these diligent efforts, complaints from Rockford Mass Transit passengers and reportable accidents due
to strap failure are virtually non-existent.
BR
Dan Engelkes serves as maintenance manager, Rockford Mass Transit District, Rockford, IL

Reprinted with permission of BUSRide.
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— RTAC Notes continued from page 2

The Rural Mobility Index is a living document in the sense that refinements will perpetually occur, but it
is almost complete and is a functional diagnostic tool. We’ve shared the Index with the Governor’s Office
(which is working to re-implement the state level meetings of the Interagency Coordinating Council on
Transportation), the Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA), and the Idaho Department of
Transportation (which learned of it via an online search). It is a timely tool given that the federal transportation
bill MAP-21 contains frequent mention of performance measurement.
Remember, and I quote the March 6th letter, “IDOT is making these changes because we all believe that to
fulfill Governor Quinn’s vision of all citizens of Illinois having access to efficient, cost-effective, and reliable
public transit service, the direct-recipient grantees of Section 5311 and DOAP funds need to become more
involved in the programs for which state and federal funds are being distributed.” That sounds fair to me.

— Roadeo from page 7

The Tenth Annual RTAC Roadeo award winners: Delbert French,
Pat White, Lowell Lumpkin, Charles Pollmann, and Albert Overbey.

Western Illinois University complies fully with all applicable federal and state
nondiscrimination laws, orders, and regulations. The University is an Affirmative Action
and Equal Opportunity institution and affirms its dedication to nondiscrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, sexual orientation, marital status, national origin,
disability, or veteran status in employment, programs, and services.
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